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ABSTRACT: A twisted X-ray beam with orbital angular momentum is employed in a theoretical study to probe molecular chirality. A nonlocal response description of the matter-field coupling is adopted to account for the field short wavelength and the structured spatial profile. We use the minimal-coupling Hamiltonian, which implicitly takes into account the multipole contributions to all orders. The combined interactions of the spin and orbital angular momentum of the X-ray beam give rise to circular-helical dichroism signals, which are stronger than ordinary circular dichroism signals, and may serve as a useful tool for the study of molecular chirality in the X-ray regime.

1. INTRODUCTION

Chirality is relevant to many processes including catalysis,1–3 drug design,4,5 and biochemistry.6–9 Circular dichroism (CD) signals given by the difference between absorption of left (LCP) and right (RCP) circularly polarized light are widely used to discriminate enantiomers10–12 and remain the most common technique to study chiral molecules.13,14 The CD signal is generally weak as compared to absorption, less than a percent, because interaction with a magnetic field through a magnetic dipole is required to obtain a pseudoscalar observable. This chiral observable depends on the scalar product of the field polarization, that is, its spin degree of freedom, and a scalar product of the electric and magnetic transition dipoles matrix elements, known as the rotatory strength. As such, CD utilizes the spin angular momentum (SAM) of light that can take values \( s = \pm 1 \). Methods for enhancing weak CD signals have been proposed.15 First, it is possible to employ shorter wavelengths where the multipolar expansion can lead to a more favorable chiral contribution. Second, techniques other than CD can offer a lower background (e.g., Raman optical activity) or are allowed in the electric dipole approximation (e.g., photoelectron CD), making them stronger.

In this Article, we study the interaction of orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light with chiral matter. Examples of beams carrying a well-defined OAM16–18 are the Laguerre–Gauss or the Hypergeometric–Gaussian modes. In both cases, the OAM gives a twist to the phase that then rotates along the propagation axis, in a screw-like manner. Such beams have been used for optical manipulation,19–22 quantum imaging,23–26 and quantum information processing.27–32 OAM-carrying light beams have been generated in the extreme-ultraviolet31–37 and in the X-ray38–46 regimes.

The simplest chirality-specific technique that can be envisioned with OAM beams is helical dichroism (HD): the differential absorption of beams carrying a +l and a −l angular momentum.47 We show how such signals can be described and simulated by taking into account the complete spatial variation of the incoming beam. To this end, we start with the minimal coupling Hamiltonian, which avoids the multipolar expansion,38 and implicitly includes all multipoles. Previous theoretical39,50 and experimental41–53 studies have confirmed that no chiral OAM effects are observed by only taking into account the electric dipole and magnetic dipole transition moments. A recent experiment has shown that twisted light can interact with the electric quadrupoles of adsorbed chiral molecules in plasmonic nanoparticle aggregates.45 HD could then resolve enantiomers for various values of the OAM. Forbes et al. have shown that chiral effects can be probed by twisted light in systems possessing orientational order by using the quadrupole interaction.48 All of these studies have employed the multipolar interaction Hamiltonian, only retaining the lower-order multipoles, but did not rule out the possibilities that higher-order multipoles may contribute to the chiral signals. This issue will be investigated here.

In section 2, we present the minimal-coupling Hamiltonian for the radiation–matter interaction. Because of the short wavelength and the structured spatial profile of the twisted X-ray beam, the light field variation across the molecule is non-negligible, and the nonlocal response description of the matter–field couplings54,55 is called for. We also discuss the various configurations of differential absorption involving SAM, OAM, or both. The combined action of the SAM and
OAM of the light beam gives rise to circular-helical dichroism (CHD) signals. We show that these can be stronger than their CD counterparts. In section 3, we use ab initio quantum chemistry calculation to simulate the action of a twisted X-ray beam on the amino acid cysteine at the sulfur K-edge (2.48 keV) to probe its chirality. Cysteine is an archetypical chiral molecule that is small enough to allow high level ab initio calculations.

2. HELICAL DICHROISM IN THE MINIMAL COUPLING HAMILTONIAN

To calculate the CD and HD signals, we start with the minimal-coupling field–matter interaction:

\[ H_{\text{int}} = - \int dr \left( \frac{\mathbf{A}(r)}{c} \cdot \mathbf{A}(r) - e \frac{1}{2mc^2} \mathbf{\dot{A}}(r) \right) \]

where \( \mathbf{A}(r) \) is the electromagnetic vector potential.

The charge density operator is given by:

\[ \mathbf{\dot{A}}(r) = \frac{e}{2mi} \left( \psi^*(r) \nabla \psi(r) - [\nabla \psi^*(r)] \psi(r) \right) \]

(2)

is the bare current density operator, and

\[ \mathbf{\dot{A}}(r) = \psi^*(r) \psi(r) \]

(3)

is the charge density operator, with \( \psi^*(r) \) and \( \psi(r) \) being the electron field creation and annihilation operators at position \( r \). The charge density contribution dominates off-resonant signals, while resonant signals are dominated by the \( j \cdot \mathbf{A} \) term. In the following, we focus on the resonant absorption at the sulfur K-edge and neglect the charge density term. The linear absorption is given by

\[ S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, \pm s, \pm l) = - \frac{2}{\hbar c} \text{Im} \sum_{l'} \int dr \, dr' \langle A^*(r', \pm s, \pm l) A(r, \pm s, \pm l) \rangle \times \left| i_{l'}(r) e^{-i\omega z/l'} - j_{l'}(r) e^{-i\omega z + l'/l'} \right|^2 \]

(4)

where \( \langle \cdots \rangle \) denotes rotational averaging of the current density tensor.

We assume that the transverse spatial profile of the vector potential \( \mathbf{A} \) is given by a Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) mode, which in cylindrical coordinates \((r, \phi, z)\) takes the form:

\[ \text{LG}_{lp}(r, \phi, z) = \frac{2p!}{\pi (p + l)!} \frac{w_0}{w(z)} \exp \left( - \frac{r^2}{w^2(z)} \right) \left( \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{2\pi w(z)}} \right)^l \exp \left( -ik_{lp} r - 2i\phi \right) \frac{2^l}{L_p^l} \left( \frac{2r^2}{w^2(z)} \right) e^{i\phi(z)} e^{i\phi l} \]

(5)

Here, \( l \in \mathbb{Z} \) is the OAM value and describes the azimuthal variation of the phase front and \( p \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) indicates the number of radial nodes. The transverse spatial extent of the wave is described by the beam width \( w(z) = w_0 \sqrt{1 + z^2/z_R^2} \) with \( w_0 \) being the beam waist. The radius of curvature is \( R(z) = z + z_R^2/\lambda \). The Gouy phase is given by \( \phi_{g}(z) = (2p + l + 1) \arctan(z/z_R) \). \( L_p^l \) represents the generalized Laguerre polynomials.

The CD signal is defined as the difference between the absorption of LCP and RCP pulses normalized by their average:

\[ S_{\text{CD}}(\omega) = \frac{2[S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s = 1, l = 0) - S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s = -1, l = 0)]}{S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s = 1, l = 0) + S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s = -1, l = 0)} \]

(7)

The HD signal is similarly defined as the normalized difference between the absorption of left-handed (+l) and right-handed (−l) X-ray pulses with linear polarization \( s \in \{0, 1\} \).
The HD signal is sensitive to molecular chirality, and vanishes for achiral molecules. To show that, we note that the spatial profile of the vector potential transforms under parity inversion as \( P A(r, -l) = A(\mathbf{r}, -l) = A(r, l) \). We then get

\[
S_{\text{HD}}(\omega, l) = S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s = 0, l) - S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s = 0, -l)
\]

\[
S_{\text{CD}}(\omega, s, l) = 2[S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s, l) - S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s, -l)]
\]

\[
S_{\text{CHD}}(\omega, s, l) = 2[S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s, l) - S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, s, -l)]
\]

for the beam waist correspond to a degree of focusing achievable with current Fresnel zoneplates manufacturing capabilities. In the Supporting Information, we also consider a 15 nm beam waist, close to the state of the art. This tight focus increases the cross-section of HD signals. Beams carrying an angular momentum have in general a ring-shape intensity node in the center of the beam. A tight focus is preferable to ensure that the molecule is located in a region where the beam intensity does not vanish and where the phase gradient exhibits a complete phase rotation. Moreover, if the focus region is large, most molecules contributing to the signal are located away from the singularity and thus experience a phase gradient rather than the complete twist. Thus, they contribute to a more intense absorption background while the HD signal becomes comparatively weaker.

Figure 2 depicts the rotationally averaged CD, HD, and CHD signals (eqs 7–9) for various values of \( l \) and \( s \) keeping the molecule at the center of the beam. The signal is dominated by ground to the core excited-state transitions and by transition from the first three excited states (see Figure 1c). The core excited state is at \( \omega_{1,1} = 2482.7 \) eV in agreement with experiment. The linear absorption is displayed in Figure 1d using a Lorentzian broadening of 0.54 eV. Rotational averaging in the minimal coupling representation is complicated because we use vector fields rather than a simple vectors. To address this challenge numerically, we have expanded the Laguerre–Gauss beams in Hermite polynomials. The integrand of the spatial integrals then reduces to a product of Hermite polynomials and the rotated Gaussian-type orbital basis elements, which can be calculated analytically. Details are given in the Supporting Information. Note that the position of the molecule within the beam is crucial. The molecule is sensitive to the phase rotation of the LG beam, that is, its angular momentum, only in close vicinity of the singularity along the propagation axis.

We first consider molecules located at the singularity and then discuss the effect of the displacement from this axis. The absorption signals were calculated using eq 5, and the HD, CD, and CHD signals for various SAM and OAM values \( (s, l) \) were obtained using eqs 7–9. We have used the following parameters for the LG beam: \( \omega_0 = 60 \) nm, \( z_R = 22.6 \) \( \mu \)m, and \( p = 0 \). In section S4 of the Supporting Information, we repeat the analysis for a tighter focus, \( \omega_0 = 15 \) nm, corresponding to the current available limit. Such values for the beam waist correspond to a degree of focusing achievable with current Fresnel zoneplates manufacturing capabilities. In the Supporting Information, we also consider a 15 nm beam waist, close to the state of the art. This tight focus increases the cross-section of HD signals. Beams carrying an angular momentum have in general a ring-shape intensity node in the center of the beam. A tight focus is preferable to ensure that the molecule is located in a region where the beam intensity does not vanish and where the phase gradient exhibits a complete phase rotation. Moreover, if the focus region is large, most molecules contributing to the signal are located away from the singularity and thus experience a phase gradient rather than the complete twist. Thus, they contribute to a more intense absorption background while the HD signal becomes comparatively weaker.

Figure 2a depicts the rotationally averaged CD, HD, and CHD signals (eqs 7–9) for various values of \( l \) and \( s \) keeping the molecule at the center of the beam. The signal is dominated by ground to the core excited-state transitions and by transition from the first three excited states (see Figure 1c). The core excited state is at \( \omega_{1,1} = 2482.7 \) eV in agreement with experiment. The linear absorption is displayed in Figure 1d using a Lorentzian broadening of 0.54 eV. Rotational averaging in the minimal coupling representation is complicated because we use vector fields rather than a simple vectors. To address this challenge numerically, we have expanded the Laguerre–Gauss beams in Hermite polynomials. The integrand of the spatial integrals then reduces to a product of Hermite polynomials and the rotated Gaussian-type orbital basis elements, which can be calculated analytically. Details are given in the Supporting Information. Note that the position of the molecule within the beam is crucial. The molecule is sensitive to the phase rotation of the LG beam, that is, its angular momentum, only in close vicinity of the singularity along the propagation axis.

We first consider molecules located at the singularity and then discuss the effect of the displacement from this axis. The absorption signals were calculated using eq 5, and the HD, CD, and CHD signals for various SAM and OAM values \( (s, l) \) were obtained using eqs 7–9. We have used the following parameters for the LG beam: \( \omega_0 = 60 \) nm, \( z_R = 22.6 \) \( \mu \)m, and \( p = 0 \). In section S4 of the Supporting Information, we repeat the analysis for a tighter focus, \( \omega_0 = 15 \) nm, corresponding to the current available limit. Such values for the beam waist correspond to a degree of focusing achievable with current Fresnel zoneplates manufacturing capabilities. In the Supporting Information, we also consider a 15 nm beam waist, close to the state of the art. This tight focus increases the cross-section of HD signals. Beams carrying an angular momentum have in general a ring-shape intensity node in the center of the beam. A tight focus is preferable to ensure that the molecule is located in a region where the beam intensity does not vanish and where the phase gradient exhibits a complete phase rotation. Moreover, if the focus region is large, most molecules contributing to the signal are located away from the singularity and thus experience a phase gradient rather than the complete twist. Thus, they contribute to a more intense absorption background while the HD signal becomes comparatively weaker.

Figure 2a depicts the rotationally averaged CD, HD, and CHD signals (eqs 7–9) for various values of \( l \) and \( s \) keeping the molecule at the center of the beam. The signal is dominated by ground to the core excited-state transitions and by transition from the first three excited states (see Figure 1c). The first core excited state is at \( \omega_{1,1} = 2482.7 \) eV in agreement with experiment. The linear absorption is displayed in Figure 1d using a Lorentzian broadening of 0.54 eV. Rotational averaging in the minimal coupling representation is complicated because we use vector fields rather than a simple vectors. To address this challenge numerically, we have expanded the Laguerre–Gauss beams in Hermite polynomials. The integrand of the spatial integrals then reduces to a product of Hermite polynomials and the rotated Gaussian-type orbital basis elements, which can be calculated analytically. Details are given in the Supporting Information. Note that the position of the molecule within the beam is crucial. The molecule is sensitive to the phase rotation of the LG beam, that is, its angular momentum, only in close vicinity of the singularity along the propagation axis.

We first consider molecules located at the singularity and then discuss the effect of the displacement from this axis. The absorption signals were calculated using eq 5, and the HD, CD, and CHD signals for various SAM and OAM values \( (s, l) \) were obtained using eqs 7–9. We have used the following parameters for the LG beam: \( \omega_0 = 60 \) nm, \( z_R = 22.6 \) \( \mu \)m, and \( p = 0 \). In section S4 of the Supporting Information, we repeat the analysis for a tighter focus, \( \omega_0 = 15 \) nm, corresponding to the current available limit. Such values for the beam waist correspond to a degree of focusing achievable with current Fresnel zoneplates manufacturing capabilities. In the Supporting Information, we also consider a 15 nm beam waist, close to the state of the art. This tight focus increases the cross-section of HD signals. Beams carrying an angular momentum have in general a ring-shape intensity node in the center of the beam. A tight focus is preferable to ensure that the molecule is located in a region where the beam intensity does not vanish and where the phase gradient exhibits a complete phase rotation. Moreover, if the focus region is large, most molecules contributing to the signal are located away from the singularity and thus experience a phase gradient rather than the complete twist. Thus, they contribute to a more intense absorption background while the HD signal becomes comparatively weaker.
demonstrate that the combination of SAM and OAM can enhance the asymmetry ratio.

We next examine the signal variation as the molecule is moved away from the focus of the beam. For molecules in solution, the signal involves both rotational and translational averaging over the molecular positions within the beam. Figure 3a depicts the linear absorption signals $S_{\text{abs}}$ in the $(R_x, \omega)$ domain for the linearly polarized ($s=0$) LG beam with $l=1$, where $R_x$ is the distance between the molecule and $z$-axis. We have assumed that the X-ray beam propagates along $z$, and the molecule gets displaced along $x$. Figure 3a shows that $S_{\text{abs}}$ is weak near the focus, and then increases according to the ring shape of the incoming beam intensity (see Figure 1e). The LG beam intensity has a maximum at $R_{\text{max}} = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} = w_0\sqrt{l/2} \approx 42$ nm for $w_0 = 60$ nm and $l = 1$, which results in the maximum of $S_{\text{abs}}$ in Figure 3a. Because we assumed $p = 0$, only one concentric ring is observed in the intensity plot, Figure 1e. The beam intensity weakens for $R_x > R_{\text{max}}$ and thus the absorption signal $S_{\text{abs}}$ gets weaker. The HD signal, Figure 3b, is significant only near $R_x = 0$, and weakens rapidly with increasing $R_x$ as well.

Figure 4 depicts the translationally and rotationally averaged signals for various values of $s$ and $l$. In Figure 4a, we show CD signals calculated both using the multipolar expansion (truncated at the magnetic dipole) and the minimal coupling Hamiltonian. For the latter, the rotational and translational averaging are done numerically, as described in section S3 of the Supporting Information. Comparing it with the CD signal, the magnetic dipole approximation gives a qualitatively similar result, because it does not fully capture the spatial variation of the X-ray beam. In Figure 4b, we show the HD and CHD signals. The HD signals in the left panels with $s = 0$ are weaker than the CD signal in the top-right panel. This can be rationalized as follows: when the beam does not carry a SAM, the only contribution to the HD signals originates near the singularity as can be seen in Figure 3. The rest of the beam profile gives an intense linear absorption background, because most molecules are located away from the beam focus. The asymmetry then becomes weak due to the large absorption term in the denominator of eq 8. When both SAM and OAM are included, a standard CD interaction occurs also far from the beam, and the OAM acts as an enhancer of this near the focus. Finally, it is worth noting that the strongest HD signal is found for $l = 1$ and the weakest is for $l = 2$, while the strongest of the CHD signals is for $l = 2$. Because the translationally averaged CD signal is much stronger than the HD signals, when the SAM is combined with the OAM to produce the CHD signals, it will increase more the asymmetry ratio of the weakest HD signal with $l = 2$. Because the size of the cysteine molecule is much smaller than the beam waist, the CHD signals are generally 2 times stronger than the CD signal. We expect a greater enhancement of the HD signals if the size of the chiral molecule is comparable to or larger than the beam waist.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Helical dichroism offers a novel probe of molecular chirality, which utilizes the OAM of light rather than its SAM. Unlike the SAM that can take only two values, which represent left and right circular polarization, the OAM can take any integer values and thus offers a higher degree of experimental control.

Previous studies by Andrews et al. had proposed that the OAM interacts with molecules through a quadrupolar coupling. Expansion in multipoles is convenient for carrying out rotational averaging analytically but does not capture the full spatial structure of the beam. Electric multipoles interact with derivatives of the electromagnetic field at the singularity, which vanish for LG beams. To circumvent these difficulties, we have employed the minimal-coupling Hamiltonian, avoiding multipoles altogether. Our approach takes into account the full spatial profile of the incoming beam, that is, its helical structure.

Simulated CD, HD, and CHD signals for cysteine at the sulfur K-edge show that the observed asymmetry ratio of the HD signal is the largest for \( l = 1 \). Moreover, this ratio can be maximized when the OAM is utilized in conjunction with the SAM and leads to signals that are larger than standard CD. Thus, we have also introduced more general CHD signals that involve both OAM and SAM of light.

In the main text, we have discussed the case of moderately tight focusing \( w_0 = 60 \) nm. The Supporting Information shows that a tighter 15 nm focus does not lead to large changes in the value of the asymmetry ratio. Indeed, the absorption background is reduced away from the singularity, but the HD signal itself is more narrow too. An interesting case for future study would be to consider chiral objects of the same size as or larger than the beam waist.

The availability of vortex beams with X-ray sources at synchrotrons and XFEL make the proposed experiments feasible with current technology. So far, the effect has only been observed with visible light on phenylalanine molecules adsorbed in nanoparticles aggregates that generate an intense quadrupolar field. This geometry complicates the interpretation of the signal because the molecular orientation is not guaranteed to be isotropic. The present simulations for randomly oriented sample show that the effect exists in solution and is a clear signature of molecular chirality.
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S1 Linear absorption in the minimal-coupling representation

The absorption of an incoming light field is self-heterodyne detected, which is defined as the time-integrated rate-of-change of the photon number

\[ S(t) = \int_0^t dt' \left\langle \frac{dN}{dt'} \right\rangle \]

\[ = - \frac{1}{\hbar} \int dr \int_0^t dt' J(r, t') \cdot A(r, t'), \]

(S1)

(S2)
where the gauge-invariant current density is

\[ J(r, t') = \langle\langle \hat{J}(r, t') | \rho(t') \rangle\rangle = \text{Tr} \left[ \hat{J}(r, t') \exp \left( -i \int H_{\text{int}, -}(t') \right) \rho_{\text{eq}} \right], \]  

(S3)

with \( \hat{J} = \hat{j} - \frac{e}{mc} \hat{\sigma} A \). \( H_{\text{int}, -} \) is the Liouville space superoperator, with its action on a Hilbert space operator as \( H_{\text{int}, -} O = H_{\text{int}} O - OH_{\text{int}} \).

By expanding the exponential in Eq. S3 perturbatively in \( H_{\text{int}, -} \), and collecting the terms \( n \)-th ordered in \( A \), we can obtain the \( n \)-th order nonlocal response function. Hereafter we consider the linear (\( n = 1 \)) response function. The contributing terms are

\[ -\frac{e}{mc} \langle\langle \hat{\sigma}(r, t) | \rho_{\text{eq}} \rangle\rangle, \]  

(S4)

and

\[ \frac{i}{\hbar} \int dr' \int_{-\infty}^{t} dt' \langle\langle \hat{J}(r, t) | \hat{j}-(r', t') | \rho_{\text{eq}} \rangle\rangle. \]  

(S5)

The linear current density is then given by

\[ J_x(r, t) = \sum_{x'} \int dr' \int_{-\infty}^{t} dt' \zeta_{x,x'}(rt; r't') A_{x'}(r', t'), \]  

(S6)

with the nonlocal linear response function being

\[ \zeta_{x,x'}(r, t; r', t') = \frac{i}{\hbar} \langle\langle \hat{j}_x(r, t), \hat{j}_{x'}(r', t') \rangle\rangle - \frac{e}{mc} \langle\langle \hat{\sigma}(r, t) | \rho_{\text{eq}} \rangle\rangle \delta(r - r') \delta(t - t') \delta_{x,x'}. \]  

(S7)

Assuming that the system is initially in the ground state \(|g\rangle\), we have

\[ \langle\langle \hat{j}_x(r, t), \hat{j}_{x'}(r', t') \rangle\rangle = 2i \Im \left[ \sum_c j_{x,gc}(r) j_{x',cg}(r') e^{-i\omega_c (t-t')} \right]. \]  

(S8)

Substituting Eqs. S6 and S8 into Eq. S2 and neglecting the off-resonant term (i.e. \( \sigma A^2 \)), we
have the sum-over-states expression for the linear absorption signal in time domain

\[
S_{\text{abs}}(t) = -\frac{2}{\hbar^2} \text{Im} \sum_c \int dr dr' \left[ j_{gc}(r) \cdot A(r) j_{cg}(r') \cdot A(r') e^{-i\omega_{ cg} t} - j_{cg}(r) \cdot A(r) j_{gc}(r') \cdot A(r') e^{-i\omega_{ gc} t} \right].
\]  

(S9)

The frequency domain signal is

\[
S_{\text{abs}}(\omega) = -\frac{2}{\hbar^2} \text{Im} \sum_c \left[ \frac{\int dr j_{gc}(r) \cdot A(r) \int dr' j_{cg}(r') \cdot A(r')}{\omega - \omega_{ gc} + i\Gamma_{gc}} \right. \\
\left. - \frac{\int dr j_{cg}(r) \cdot A(r) \int dr' j_{gc}(r') \cdot A(r')}{\omega - \omega_{ gc} + i\Gamma_{gc}} \right].
\]  

(S10)

This gives the absorption signal of oriented molecules. The CD, HD and CHD signals in the main text can be obtained by performing the rotational averaging on Eq. S26. Details are given in Sec. S3.

S2 Expanding the Laguerre-Gauss modes the Hermite-Gaussian basis

For the X-ray circular dichroism, we choose the beam waist \( w_0 = 60 \text{ nm} \), the wavelength \( \lambda = 0.5 \text{ nm} \). The Rayleigh length is \( z_R = \frac{\pi w_0^2}{\lambda} = 22.6 \mu\text{m} \), which is much larger than the size of a molecule. We can therefore make the following approximations:

\[
R(z) \to \infty, \quad (S11)
\]

\[
w(z) = w_0, \quad (S12)
\]

\[
\exp \left( -i\frac{k}{2R(z)} \right) = 1, \quad (S13)
\]

\[
\phi_{lp}(z) = 0. \quad (S14)
\]
The Laguerre-Gauss beam can be simplified to the form

\[
\text{LG}_{lp}(r, \phi) = \sqrt{\frac{2p!}{\pi (p + |l|)!}} \exp \left( -\frac{r^2}{w_0^2} \right) \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}r}{w_0} \right)^{|l|} L_{\frac{|l|}{2}}^{\frac{|l|}{2}} \left( \frac{2r^2}{w_0^2} \right) e^{i\phi}. \tag{S15}
\]

Using the method in Ref.\(^1\), we can expand the generalized Laguerre polynomial \(l \geq 0\) in the Hermite-Gaussian basis as

\[
L_{lp}(r^2) = \frac{(-i)^l e^{-r^2} e^{-il\phi}}{\pi p!} \frac{\pi}{(-2i)^{2p+l} e^{r^2}} \sum_{u=0}^{p} \sum_{v=0}^{l} \left( \begin{array}{c} p \\ u \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} l \\ v \end{array} \right) i^v H_{2u+l-v}(x) H_{2p-2u+v}(y), \tag{S16}
\]

where \(H_n(x)\) is the Hermite polynomial. We rearrange Eq. S16 as

\[
\left(-1\right)^p e^{il\phi} L_{lp}(r^2) = \frac{(-1)^p}{2^{2p+l} p!} \sum_{u=0}^{p} \sum_{v=0}^{l} \left( \begin{array}{c} p \\ u \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} l \\ v \end{array} \right) i^v H_{2u+l-v}(x) H_{2p-2u+v}(y). \tag{S17}
\]

The real part of the above equation is

\[
C_{lp}(x, y) \equiv \cos(l\phi)r^l L_{lp}(r^2)
\]

\[
= \frac{(-1)^p}{2^{2p+l} p!} \sum_{u=0}^{p} \sum_{v=0}^{\lfloor l/2 \rfloor} \left( \begin{array}{c} p \\ u \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} l \\ 2v \end{array} \right) (-1)^v H_{2u+l-2v}(x) H_{2p-2u+2v}(y), \tag{S19}
\]

and the imaginary part is

\[
S_{lp}(x, y) \equiv \sin(l\phi)r^l L_{lp}(r^2)
\]

\[
= \frac{(-1)^p}{2^{2p+l} p!} \sum_{u=0}^{p} \sum_{v=0}^{\lfloor (l-1)/2 \rfloor} \left( \begin{array}{c} p \\ u \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} l \\ 2v+1 \end{array} \right) (-1)^v H_{2u+l-2v-1}(x) H_{2p-2u+2v+1}(y). \tag{S21}
\]

The LG mode in Hermite-Gaussian basis reads, for \(l \geq 0\),

\[
\text{LG}_{lp}(x, y) = \sqrt{\frac{2p!}{\pi (p + |l|)!}} \exp \left( -\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w_0^2} \right) \left[ C_{lp} \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}x}{w_0}, \frac{\sqrt{2}y}{w_0} \right) + i S_{lp} \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}x}{w_0}, \frac{\sqrt{2}y}{w_0} \right) \right]. \tag{S22}
\]
and for \( l < 0 \),

\[
\text{LG}_{lp}(x, y) = \sqrt{\frac{2p!}{\pi (p + |l|)!}} \exp \left( -\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w_0^2} \right) \left[ C_{|l|p} \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}x}{w_0}, \frac{\sqrt{2}y}{w_0} \right) - i S_{|l|p} \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}x}{w_0}, \frac{\sqrt{2}y}{w_0} \right) \right].
\]

(S23)

### S3 Rotationally-averaged signals

In the ZXZ convention, the rotation matrix is

\[
R(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) = \begin{pmatrix}
\cos \alpha \cos \gamma - \cos \beta \sin \alpha \sin \gamma & -\cos \alpha \sin \gamma - \cos \beta \cos \gamma \sin \alpha & \sin \alpha \sin \beta \\
\cos \gamma \sin \alpha + \cos \alpha \cos \beta \sin \gamma & \cos \alpha \cos \beta \cos \gamma - \sin \alpha \sin \gamma & -\cos \alpha \sin \beta \\
\sin \beta \sin \gamma & \cos \gamma \sin \beta & \cos \beta
\end{pmatrix},
\]

(S24)

with the Euler angles \( \alpha \in [0, 2\pi] \), \( \beta \in [0, \pi] \), and \( \gamma \in [0, 2\pi] \).

The current density \( j(r) \) is expanded over the Gaussian type orbitals

\[
j(r) = \sum_i c_i g_i(r; a_i, b_i, c_i, r_{pi}, \alpha_{pi}) = \sum_i c_i (x - x_{pi})^{a_i} (y - y_{pi})^{b_i} (z - z_{pi})^{c_i} e^{-\alpha_{pi}(r-r_{pi})^2}.
\]

(S25)

To perform the rotational averaging, we rotate the molecule by the angle \( (\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \), and the corresponding absorption signal is

\[
S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) = \frac{2}{\hbar^2} \text{Im} \sum_c \left[ \int dr R_{jc} (R^{-1}r) \cdot A(r) \int dr' R_{jc} (R^{-1}r') \cdot A(r') \right. \\
\left. \frac{\omega - \omega_{jc} + i\Gamma_{jc}}{\omega - \omega_{jc} + i\Gamma_{jc}} \right. \\
\left. - \int dr R_{jc} (R^{-1}r) \cdot A(r) \int dr' R_{jc} (R^{-1}r') \cdot A(r') \right. \\
\left. \frac{\omega - \omega_{jc} + i\Gamma_{jc}}{\omega - \omega_{jc} + i\Gamma_{jc}} \right].
\]

(S26)

Referring to Eqs. S22, S23 and S25, we then need to evaluate the integral of the following
form

\[ I(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) = \int dr \, g(R^{-1}r; a, b, c, r_p, \alpha_p) \exp \left( -\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w_0^2} \right) H_m \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}x}{w_0} \right) H_n \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}y}{w_0} \right) e^{-ik_0z}. \]

(S27)

The final expression for \( I(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) reads

\[
I(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) = \sum_{r=0}^{[m/2]} \sum_{0\leq s+t\leq m-2r} \sum_{0\leq s'+t'\leq n-2r'} (-1)^{r+s} \frac{m! \alpha^s \beta^t \gamma^m-2s-t m-2r \alpha^s \beta^t \gamma^{m-2s-t} n! \beta^{s'} \gamma^{t'} \beta^{n-2s'-t'} 2^{n-2r'}}{r! \sin! (m-2r-s-t)! r'! \sin! (n-2r'-s'-t')!} \times \\
\times \sum_{d=0}^{a} \sum_{f=0}^{[d+s+s'/2]} \frac{a! (d+s+s')!}{d!(a-d)! f!g!h!(d+s+s'-2f-g-h)!} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{\alpha_p + c_{xx}}} \\
\times \frac{(-x_p)^{a-d} e^{-\alpha_p x_p^2/2} d^{s+s'-2f}}{[4(\alpha_p + c_{xx})]^{d+s+s'-f}} (2\alpha_p x_p - i \sin \alpha \sin \beta k_0) e^{\frac{(2\alpha_p x_p - i \sin \alpha \sin \beta k_0)^2}{4(\alpha_p + c_{xx})}} (-c_{xy})^h (-c_{xx})^{d+s+s'-2f-g-h} \\
\times \sum_{d'=0}^{b} \sum_{f'=0}^{[tt'+d'+h]/2} \sum_{g'=0}^{t'\prime+d'\prime+h-2f'} e^{-\alpha_p g_p^2 \frac{1}{2}} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{A}} e^{\frac{b!}{d'!g'!}} (t+t'+d'+h-2f'-g')! \\
\times \frac{(-y_p)^{b-d'} 2^{t+t'+d'+h-2f'} e^{\frac{g_p^2}{2}} B^{d'} C^{t+t'+d'+h-2f'-g'}}{(4A)^{t+t'+d'+h-2f'}} \\
\times \frac{[(m-2r+n-2r'+d'+d'-2f-g-d'-2f'-g')/2]}{2A} \\
\times \frac{(2F)^{m-2r+n-2r'+d''+d-2f-g+d'-2f'-g'-2f''}}{(4D)^{m-2r+n-2r'+d''+d-2f-g+d'-2f'-g'-2f''}} \\
\times \frac{\sqrt{\pi}}{D} e^{\frac{1}{2} c^2 \frac{(-z_p)^{c-d''}}{d''!} e^{\frac{c^2}{2}} \frac{m! \gamma^{m-2r+n-2r'} \gamma^{d''+d-2f-g+d'-2f'-g'-2f''}}{f''!(m-2r+n-2r'+d''+d-2f-g+d'-2f'-g'-2f'')!}},
\]

(S28)
where the relevant parameters are

\[
\begin{align*}
    b_x &= \sqrt{2} \left( -\cos \beta \cos \gamma \sin \alpha - \cos \alpha \sin \gamma \right) / w_0, \\
    b_y &= \sqrt{2} \left( \cos \alpha \cos \beta \cos \gamma - \sin \alpha \sin \gamma \right) / w_0, \\
    b_z &= \sqrt{2} \cos \gamma \sin \beta / w_0, \\
    c_x &= \sqrt{2} \left( \cos \alpha \cos \gamma - \cos \beta \sin \alpha \sin \gamma \right) / w_0, \\
    c_y &= \sqrt{2} \left( \cos \gamma \sin \alpha + \cos \alpha \cos \beta \sin \gamma \right) / w_0, \\
    c_z &= \sqrt{2} \sin \beta \sin \gamma / w_0, \\
    c_{xx} &= \cos^2 \alpha + \cos^2 \beta \sin^2 \alpha / w_0^2, \\
    c_{yy} &= \cos^2 \alpha \cos^2 \beta + \sin^2 \alpha / w_0^2, \\
    c_{zz} &= \sin^2 \beta / w_0^2, \\
    c_{xy} &= 2 \sin \alpha \cos \alpha \sin^2 \beta / w_0^2, \\
    c_{yz} &= 2 \cos \alpha \sin \beta \cos \beta / w_0^2, \\
    c_{zx} &= -2 \cos \beta \sin \alpha \sin \beta / w_0^2, \\
    A &= \alpha_p + c_{yy} - \frac{c_{xy}^2}{4(\alpha_p + c_{xx})}, \\
    B &= 2\alpha_p y_p + i \cos \alpha \sin \beta k_0 - \frac{(2\alpha_p x_p - i \sin \alpha \sin \beta k_0) c_{xy}}{2(\alpha_p + c_{xx})}, \\
    C &= \frac{c_{xy} c_{xx}}{2(\alpha_p + c_{xx})} - c_{yz}, \\
    D &= \alpha_p + c_{zz} - \frac{c_{xx}^2}{4(\alpha_p + c_{xx})} - \frac{C^2}{4A}, \\
    F &= 2\alpha_p z_p - \frac{(2\alpha_p x_p - i \sin \alpha \sin \beta k_0) c_{xx}}{2(\alpha_p + c_{xx})} + \frac{BC}{2A} - i \cos \beta k_0.
\end{align*}
\]
The rotationally-averaged signal can be calculated as

\[ S_{\text{abs}}(\omega) = \int_{0}^{2\pi} d\alpha \int_{0}^{\pi} \sin \beta d\beta \int_{0}^{2\pi} d\gamma S_{\text{abs}}(\omega, \alpha, \beta, \gamma). \]  

(S46)

S4  Signals with the \( w_0 = 15 \text{ nm} \) beam waist

Here, we show the CD, HD and CHD signals with the beam waist \( w_0 = 15 \text{ nm} \), which corresponds to the current technological limit. We can see that similar results, as those in the main text with the beam waist \( w_0 = 60 \text{ nm} \), are observed in Figs. S1, S2 and S3. This is because the beam waist is much larger than the size of molecule, and thus the signals are not quite sensitive to the size of beam waist. This makes the measurement of HD and CHD signals feasible even with a relatively large beam waist in the X-ray in experiment.
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